General Assembly Economic Social


Topic: “Communications & Technology: Increasing Access to Information”

Guided by the resolutions and NGO’s that are thoroughly aware of this problem,
Welcoming the thought that the percent of people with access to information has been raised each year,
Aware of the need for information and technology,
Realizing that less information leads to less agriculture, education, and socialization,

1. Encourages all countries to join the one laptop per child program, which ensures one computer for each child, one village at a time;
2. Asking all developed countries to lend us money, helping us with these solutions;
3. Hoping developed countries will help developing countries obtain access to the internet and establish an information place for each village, city, or town, along with a satellite for each of those locations;
4. Calling upon the UN and developing nations to help us begin to trade resources for computers, and a tutorial about the computer and how it works to accompany them;
5. Encouraging all nations to help expand the number of people in developing nations with access to information.